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Adversarial Examples: A Challenge for ML Systems

Why do we care?
→ Reliability, Robustness, Security

How are robust models different from
standard models?

Learning adversarially robust models

Standard generalization:

E
(x ,y)∼D

[ L(x , y ; θ) ]

Adversarially robust generalization:

E
(x ,y)∼D

[ max
δ∈S

L(x + δ, y ; θ)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

adversarial loss

]

where:
I D: distribution of (input, label) pairs,
I θ: model parameters,
I S: allowed set of perturbations, e.g., S := {δ ∈ Rd | ‖δ‖∞ ≤ ε}.

How can we achieve adv. robust generalization?
Robust Optimization: Train on worst-case perturbations of
training samples (aka adversarial training).

→ Performs fairly well in practice

→ Can be viewed as “ultimate” data augmentation
(we augment with the most “helpful” example each time)

So, are robust models always better?
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→ Small sample regime: robustness helps (data augmentation)
→ Large sample regime: robustness reduces accuracy

How can we explain this?

A fundamental trade-off
Simple binary classification setting:

. . .

Very weak correlationGood correlation

→ Standard Classification: every feature is useful
(using all the features leads to the best accuracy)

→ Robust Classification: using a feature can be a liability
(features can be manipulated by the adversary)
Intuition: Using weakly correlated features will hurt robust accuracy.

→ A robust classifier cannot depend on them!

Main Theorem: Any classifier achieving 1− δ standard accu-
racy cannot have more than c · δ robust accuracy.

E.g. if the first feature is 90% accurate then
I standard accuracy >95% → robust accuracy <45%
I standard accuracy >99% → robust accuracy <9%

Robust models depend on different features!
→ Gradients align with human vision
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→ Adversarial examples resemble predicted class
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→ Smooth cross-class interpolations

Full version at arxiv:1805.12152


